WE HEART OUR PLANET

MATERIALS NEEDED:
Old catalogs, magazines or shopping bags • Remnant ribbons • 1/4" hole punch (we know you or a friend has one...or more)
A fallen branch anticipating its new transformation

INSTRUCTIONS:
Cut old catalogs, magazines or shopping bags into various sized squares. Follow the classic and simple origami heart directions. Fold as many hearts as your branch can hold. Hang each one with a bit of ribbon by punching a hole in the main body of each heart. Hang branch in a window or feature on a wall.

Voila!

Fold corner to corner to make creases and unfold.
Fold one corner to center.
Fold opposite corner to top edge.
Fold top corners back.
Fold side corners back.
Fold corners up at right angles to center.
Fold one corner to center.
Fold opposite corner to top edge.
Fold top corners back.